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Thursday, August 1

Remember when you were a kid … and your parents forced you to apologize to someone
… or else you’d get in trouble?  That’s how some of us see repentance before God … just
saying sorry so we can avoid being punished for our sins.  But Thursday/today on Focal
Point, Pastor Mike Fabarez describes the biblical definition of repentance … and explains
why it matters.  Listen Thursday/today at (Time: _____) to Focal Point … here on (Station:
____)!

Friday, August 2

How do you know you’re really saved?  Are you sure beyond a shadow of doubt?  That’s a
question every one of us eventually needs to face.  Friday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor
Mike Fabarez tackled this topic … explain what we need to know about the assurance of
salvation.  Don’t let this question get swept under the rug.  Listen Friday/today at (Time:
____) to Focal Point.  That’s right here on … (Station: ____)!
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Monday, August 5

Have you ever tried sharing the gospel with someone … and they replied, “Well, I’m a
pretty good person.  I don’t think I really need forgiveness.”  Yikes!  Whadda you say to
that?  Monday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike Fabarez tackles this subject head on. 
He’s explaining why everyone needs to repent and turn to God … even those who are
living decent lives.  Listen Monday/today at (Time: _____) … to Focal Point!

Tuesday, August 6

If someone asked you how you know you’re a Christian, what would you say?  What
evidence would you point to?  Tuesday/Today on Focal Point, Mike Fabarez talks about the
signs of spiritual regeneration.  Christianity isn’t just about outward activities … it’s a
dramatic change from death to life!  Get ready for some self-evaluation … and join us for
this challenging message … Tuesday/today at (Time: ____) … on Focal Point!

Wednesday, August 7

The Bible makes it clear that true Christians can never lose their salvation.  So, if we’ve
prayed the prayer, that means we’re good to go … right?  Well, not necessarily! 
Wednesday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike Fabarez explains that it’s possible to think
you’re saved … without truly being born again.  So, how can we know if our faith is real? 
Learn the answer … Wednesday/today on Focal Point … at (Time: _____) on (Station: ____)!

Thursday, August 8

As Christians, we know we’re God’s children.  He hears our prayers … and he knows all of
our needs.  But, since that’s true, why do we still experience suffering in this life?  When
hardships come, has God abandoned us?  Pastor Mike Fabarez tackles these important
questions Thursday/today on Focal Point.  We’re talking about Suffering in a Broken World
… Thursday/today at (Time: _____) on Focal Point … here on (Station: ____)!
Friday, August 9

Life can be unfair … but how far do we go to demand justice?  If Christians are loving and
forgiving, is it ever okay to sue someone?  Friday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike
Fabarez turns to God’s Word to explain what the scripture teaches about using the legal
system as a Christian.  A thought-provoking edition of Ask Pastor Mike … Friday/today at
(Time: ____) on Focal Point.
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Monday, August 12

When a loved one is diagnosed with cancer … or an accident claims a child’s life …
something inside us screams, “This isn’t the way it’s supposed to be!”   Monday/Today on
Focal Point, Pastor Mike Fabarez deals with some very real and heavy questions.  Why
does God allow suffering?  And will there ever be an end to it all?  We’re turning to God’s
word for clarity … Monday/today at (Time: _____) … on Focal Point!

Tuesday, August 13

In scripture, we find amazing stories about miraculous healings … the blind receiving
sight, the lame walking … even the dead being raised back to life.  And yet, there are also
many who never receive healing in this life.  Tuesday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike
Fabarez tackles the pressing question … why does God heal some … and not others?
 Discover the biblical response … Tuesday/today at (Time: ____) … on Focal Point!
Wednesday, August 14

When we affirm and defend God’s word, we’ll likely be accused of being outdated …
unscientific … or even hateful.  Why do we face so much criticism?  That’s our subject
Wednesday/today on Focal Point.  We’re being reminded that Jesus was no stranger to
critics, either.  Hear a message from Mike Fabarez titled, Encountering Unjust Criticism …
Wednesday/today on Focal Point … at (Time: _____)!
Thursday, August 15

Spend ten minutes on social media, and you’ll almost certainly stumble upon some heated
debates.  Thursday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike Fabarez helps us think through the
Christian response.  When someone is attacking our deeply held beliefs … do we just
ignore?  Is there ever an appropriate time to respond?  Pastor Mike Fabarez is talking about
Encountering Unjust Criticism … Thursday/today at (Time: _____) on Focal Point … here on
(Station: ____)!
Friday, August 16

From the recently popularized “Gospel of Thomas” to books like The Da Vinci Code—it
seems like our scriptures are under attack!  Just why should anyone trust the Bible?  How
do we account for supposed contradictions and misinterpretations?  Friday/Today on Focal
Point, Mike Fabarez tackles these questions head-on in this fascinating edition of Ask
Pastor Mike.  Listen Friday/today at (Time: ____) … to Focal Point.  That’s right here on …
(Station: ____)!
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Monday, August 19

Throughout history, followers of Christ have often faced criticism and ridicule because of
their faith.  And when it happens, we shouldn’t be surprised … because Jesus himself was
no stranger to criticism!  Monday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike Fabarez explains
how we should respond to the disapproval of our peers.  Hear a practical message about
when to engage in debate, and when to refrain … Monday/today at (Time: _____) … on
Focal Point!
Tuesday, August 20

Some people have naturally positive attitudes … while others tend to take a more sober
view of life.  But, regardless of our natural inclinations … every believer has cause to be
optimistic!  Tuesday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike Fabarez describes the source of
our confidence … as he continues a series called, The Experience of Every Christian. 
Listen Tuesday/today at (Time: ____) … to Focal Point!
Wednesday, August 21

Everyone likes to be on the winning team, right?  But when your team’s struggling, it can
be hard to keep up your enthusiasm.  Well, Wednesday/today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike
Fabarez has some encouraging news for us.  If you’re a follower of Christ … then you’re on
the winning side of history!  We’re learning to Cultivate Biblical Optimism …
Wednesday/today on Focal Point … at (Time: _____) on (Station: ____)!

Thursday, August 22

Have you ever been in a situation where you realized that if you stuck to the principles of
scripture, you were going to seem strange?  Thursday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike
Fabarez reminds us that it’s not always easy to stand for Christ.  But … God doesn’t leave us
in the battle alone!  Learn how to cultivate biblical optimism in the face of hostility …
Thursday/today at (Time: _____) on Focal Point … here on (Station: ____)!

Friday, August 23

It’s depicted in movies and novels … dismissed by many as a silly superstition.  But
scripture is clear … the Rapture is coming!  Friday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike
Fabarez sits down for a conversation about the return of Crist … and what we can expect
on that day.  An eye-opening edition of Ask Pastor Mike … Friday/today at (Time: ____) … on
Focal Point.  That’s right here on … (Station: ____)!
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Monday, August 26

A lot of people are prepared to accept the positive and uplifting aspects of Christianity. 
But they seem to skip over some of the less palatable verses … about God’s wrath and
justice.  But … can we really pick and choose what we want from the Bible? 
Monday/Today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike Fabarez addresses this subject … with a
message titled, Accepting Hard Truths.  Listen Monday/today at (Time: _____) … to Focal
Point!
Tuesday, August 27

In a culture of relativism and inclusiveness, we’re often told that our feelings bear more
weight than the facts.  But deep down, we all know that’s just not true!  Tuesday/Today on
Focal Point, Pastor Mike Fabarez reminds us that sometimes, we just have to accept hard
truths.  It’s part of our study in Luke 13.   Be sure to listen … Tuesday/today at (Time: ____)
… to Focal Point … here on (Station: ____)!

Wednesday, August 28

At some point or another, you’ve probably heard this question … “Why would a loving God
send people to hell?”  In fact, you might have even asked that yourself!  So
Wednesday/today on Focal Point, Pastor Mike Fabarez tackles this topic … with a message
titled, Accepting Hard Truths.  You won’t want to miss this important study from Mike
Fabarez … Wednesday/today on Focal Point … at (Time: _____) on (Station: ____)!

Thursday, August 29

Sovereignty … it’s a word you probably haven’t heard too much outside of a church or Bible
study context.  So, what does it really mean when we say that Jesus is sovereign?  And does
that truth have any impact on our daily lives?  Pastor Mike Fabarez tackles these important
questions Thursday/today on Focal Point … with a message titled, Trusting an Invincible
Savior.  Listen Thursday/today at (Time: _____) to Focal Point!
Friday, August 30

Yahweh … Jehovah … Adonai.  It seems like God has many different titles throughout the
Bible.  So what’s God’s real name?  Friday/Today on Focal Point, join Mike Fabarez for an
insightful conversation about the significance of God’s names … and how God wants to be
known.  It’s another edition of Ask Pastor Mike … Friday/today at (Time: ____) … on Focal
Point.  That’s right here on … (Station: ____)!
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